FIRST EMPLOYMENT Survey MSC&T 2020
Professional activities of graduates

- 82% Work at a company
- 9% PhD studies
- 2% Entrepreneurs
- 1% Pursue further studies (other than PhD studies)
- 6% Other*

65% are employed before graduation

*Personal project, seeking employment.
Company employees

50% work in a company with over 5000 employees

88% are recruited with long-term contracts

**JOB LOCATION**

- **USA**: 9%
- **UK**: 13%
- **France**: 32%
- **UAE**: 4%
- **Asia**: 11%
- Other countries*: 4%

**SECTORS**

- **Industry**: 58%
- **Consulting**: 29%
- **Banking and Insurance**: 9%
- **Public service, Education, Research**: 1%
- **Other (health and well being, services)**: 3%

**SALARY**

55 000 € (France and outside)

36% received 2 firm job offers

*Average gross annual salary, including bonuses.
**PhD Students**

- 9% of graduates pursue a PhD
- 63% of PhD students work under a CIFRE industrial research contract

*Computer science, Economics, Renewable energy, AI, Smart grids*

- 40,000 €
  - Gross average annual salary including bonuses

- 63% of PhD students carry out additional assignments (teaching, consulting, innovation and intellectual property)

**Entrepreneurs**

- 2% founded their own companies
- 100% launched their businesses in France

**SECTORS**

- Online retailers
- Internet
Methodology

Survey carried out on the 2019 graduating class of the Master of Science and Technology programs with a response rate above 76%